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Doctor in the House? Not After Sunday 
 

By Laura Collins-Hughes 

“Shlomo’s back!” was the triumphant slogan when “Soul Doctor,” the Broadway musical about the guitar-
strumming rabbi Shlomo Carlebach, reopened Off Broadway in December. But the show, which lasted not quite 
three months on Broadway in 2013, won’t make it to the two-month mark at the Actors Temple Theater, where 
its last performance is Sunday. 

Jeremy Chess, the retina surgeon who conceived the musical and is its sole producer Off Broadway, said the 
future of the show is uncertain, though there are “a few possibilities” for taking it on the road, including to 
Florida and Israel. 

“Soul Doctor” began Off Broadway in 2008, where it returned in 2012 before being moved to the Circle in the 
Square theater on Broadway. Shortened after that run and retooled to work with fewer actors in a smaller space, 
the new production was meant in part to entice presenters into touring it. To be running during the Association 
of Performing Arts Presenters conference earlier this month was “one of our main goals,” Dr. Chess said. 

The other goal, to keep the production going at the Actors Temple, proved too expensive, he said, though he 
declined to say how much the show had cost. “We came in way higher than we might have,” he said. “You 
really have to have a big hit to sustain that.” 

 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/10/arts/soul-doctor-musical-moves-to-a-smaller-stage.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/16/theater/reviews/soul-doctor-a-musical-about-rabbi-shlomo-carlebach.html
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A Frightening and Feral First Love 
‘Let the Right One In,’ a Stark Vampire Love Story 

 
By Ben Brantley 
 
Few bloodsuckers are as irresistible as Eli, the wan and abject heroine of “Let the Right One In,” which quietly 
shivered open on Sunday night to wring your heart while scaring the mortal stuffing out of you. True, Eli is 
nothing like the beautiful It vampires who slither across screens in movies like “Only Lovers Left Alive” and 
the “Twilight” series. 

As portrayed by the remarkable Rebecca Benson in this gut-clutching import from the National Theater of 
Scotland, now at St. Ann’s Warehouse in Brooklyn through Feb. 15, Eli resembles some stunted woodland 
plant, long deprived of sun and nourishment. Her glamour quotient is nil, as are her social skills, and she is said 
to smell like a cross between pus and a wet dog. 

Yet she speaks to that little creature in all of us that will always feel rejected and alone in this big, brutal world. 
And she somehow confirms your darkest suspicions that the human race isn’t even worth belonging to. For a 
lad like Oskar (Cristian Ortega), a social pariah just entering puberty, she is oh so easy to love. 

Adapted by Jack Thorne from a novel and screenplay by the Swedish writer John Ajvide Lindqvist, and 
killingly staged by John Tiffany and Steven Hoggett, “Let the Right One In” is both the bleakest and most 
compassionate of vampire stories. It provides the surface frissons you expect from portraits of the undead, with 
graphic bloodletting and a couple of great “gotcha” (in the neck) moments. (There’s a reason the credits include 
a special effects designer, Jeremy Chernick.) 

But the play is scary in deeper ways. In presenting an eternal, innocently murderous child as the ideal playmate 
for a bullied boy from a broken home, “Right One” addresses our most primitive instincts for retribution, the 
same ones that animated our adolescent revenge fantasies against everyone who spurned or humiliated us. 

This work also plays subliminally with our fears that all love is doomed to decay. Don’t expect exalted 
promises of a passion beyond the grave. The depiction of relationships in “Right One” ultimately has more in 
common with the gray fatalism of Ingmar Bergman than the purple romance of the “Twilight” fantasies. 

The same emotional starkness was evident in the excellent 2008 Swedish movie, directed by Tomas Alfredson, 
which combined a heightened, anti-cosmetic naturalism with digital special effects. (I didn’t see the 2010 
American remake, “Let Me In.”) It was hardly an obvious candidate for translation into a play. 

Yet Mr. Tiffany and his longtime collaborator, Mr. Hoggett, have a gift for extracting a visual, expressly 
theatrical poetry from all sorts of sources. Their work ranges from “Black Watch,” based on interviews with 
Scottish soldiers deployed to Iraq, to Tennessee Williams’s “The Glass Menagerie,” seen to revelatory effect 
on Broadway in 2013. An ache of unending solitude — and a longing for connection — infused every 
movement in their “Menagerie.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ycOKvWrwYFo�
http://stannswarehouse.org/�
http://www.lettherightoneinmovie.com/�
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lRQPP6BIxvc�
http://www.nationaltheatrescotland.com/content/default.asp?page=s161�
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/27/theater/reviews/the-glass-menagerie-stars-cherry-jones-and-zachary-quinto.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0�


 

 

The same sensibility pulses through “Right One,” which takes place in a somber, denuded variation on the 
classic enchanted forest. Well, technically it is set in a Stockholm suburb in the 1980s. 

But as designed by Christine Jones, with phosphorescent lighting by Chahine Yavroyan, the stage is a spartan 
snowscape populated by tall, leafless trees that look as if they have been ill-used by humanity and nature. 
Murders have been happening in these woods when the play begins. 

But this is also a place where townspeople regularly wander in the sort of trance that overtakes people getting 
lost in their daily business. The ensemble moves with the ritualized gestures, suggesting both quotidian 
monotony and restless inner aspirations, that have become Mr. Hoggett’s signature. 

The cast members also bring in the minimal scenery required to evoke the interiors of Oskar’s unhappy 
existence. They include the locker room in the public school where he is abused daily by cockier boys, and the 
apartment he shares with his embittered, suffocating, alcoholic mother (Susan Vidler), in a sterile housing 
estate. 

Oskar’s drab world is enlivened by the endlessly discussed local murders — in which the victims are hung from 
trees and drained of their blood, like animals in an abattoir — and the arrival of the elfin Eli with a gaunt old 
man (Cliff Burnett) she says is her father. Could these events be related? 

But of course. “Right One” isn’t a mystery in the usual sense. (Only Olafur Arnalds’s pretty-creepy cinematic 
music suggests that it might be.) Most discoveries here aren’t those of the conventional thriller but of the classic 
coming-of-age story, in which a boy begins to see the grown-up world with disillusioned eyes. 

Mr. Ortega conveys this awakening with a perfect, pathetic mix of anger and helplessness. What luck for Oskar 
to have met Eli. With her antiquated, affectless speech and utter cluelessness about all things contemporary, she 
is even more of a freak than he imagines himself to be. 

But despite her small, frail-looking body, she is exceedingly strong and agile and when her stomach rumbles, it 
sounds like astral thunder. (Gareth Fry did the sensational sound design.) Mess with her at your peril. 

I was certainly impressed by Ms. Benson’s performance when I saw it last summer in London. Watching it a 
second time has only increased my admiration. Her Eli is a feral creature, as amoral as a wolf cub, and yet 
possessed by a sad, all-too-human knowingness. She manages to be both completely un-self-conscious and 
equally, tragically self-aware. 

When she cries out, “Help me,” in that tiny, broken voice, anyone’s impulse would be to rush to her aid. There 
is total sincerity and bottomless need in that cry. Of course the odds are she’ll destroy you if you come to her 
assistance. 

But unlike the human beings she must live among, who ultimately aren’t so different in their basic impulses, she 
isn’t a hypocrite. Falling in love with her is probably not a good idea, for ever so many reasons. Yet in the 
context of this exquisitely sad and witty play, it’s not the worst choice a boy could make. 

Let the Right One In 

Adapted by Jack Thorne; based on the Swedish novel and film by John Ajvide Lindqvist; directed by John 
Tiffany; associate director/movement by Steven Hoggett; sets and costumes by Christine Jones; music by 
Olafur Arnalds; lighting by Chahine Yavroyan; sound by Gareth Fry; special effects designed by Jeremy 
Chernick. A National Theater of Scotland production, presented by arrangement with Bill Kenwright and Marla 

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/08/theater/let-the-right-one-in-a-stage-version-of-a-vampire-novel.html�


 

 

Rubin Productions, in association with Piece by Piece Productions, and presented by St. Ann’s Warehouse, 
Susan Feldman, artistic director; Andrew D. Hamingson, executive director. At St. Ann’s Warehouse, 29 Jay 
Street, at Plymouth Street, Dumbo, Brooklyn, 718-254-8779, stannswarehouse.org. Through Feb. 15. Running 
time: 2 hours 15 minutes. 

WITH: Rebecca Benson (Eli), Cliff Burnett (Hakan), Graeme Dalling (Jonny), Andrew Fraser (Micke), Gavin 
Kean (Halmberg/Mr. Avila), Gary Mackay (Kurt/Jocke/Nils/Dad/Stefan), Angus Miller (Torkel/Janne/Jimmy), 
Cristian Ortega (Oskar) and Susan Vidler (Oskar’s Mum). 
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A Valiant Cub Goes on the Hunt 
‘Lionboy,’ a Fairy Tale Set in a Dystopian Future 

 
By Charles Isherwood 
 
The Disney feline that has bestrode Broadway for well over a decade has a lot going for it, obviously, but at 
“Lionboy,” playing a few blocks south at the New Victory Theater on West 42nd Street, the audience gets to do 
something it doesn’t at “The Lion King,” namely let out a big, gutsy roar in the middle of the show. 

The youngsters in the audience at this spirited, inventive entertainment, the first children’s show from the 
acclaimed British troupe Complicite, clearly delighted in this moment of audience participation. But I heard just 
as much guttural bellowing from the adults, letting forth with their inner Katy Perry, I suppose. 

Adapted by Marcelo Dos Santos from the trilogy by Zizou Corder (a pseudonym for the novelist Louisa Young 
and her daughter Isabel Adomakoh Young), and directed by Clive Mendus and James Yeatman, the production 
falls in with Complicite tradition by employing often minimal theatrical means to maximum effect. The simple 
set, by Jon Bausor and Jean Chan, is a large, weather-beaten disc on which the cast deploys a few basic props: a 
series of wooden and metal ladders become a boat or the walls of a prison cell. 

The eight nimble actors in the cast use their bodies and their voices to do much of the storytelling, which 
involves generous passages of direct narration. This sometimes dampens the theatrical momentum, but given 
the fantastic realms into which the story ventures, the reliance on direct address is understandable. It would 
require a “Lion King"-sized budget, and then some, to fully dramatize onstage the events conjured in 
“Lionboy.” 

Set in a dystopian future in which corporations are more powerful than governments (that doesn’t sound so very 
futuristic, does it?) and cellphones are powered by sunlight, the tale rockets into motion when the young hero, 
the London-dwelling Charlie Ashanti (Martins Imhangbe), comes home one day to find that his parents have 
disappeared. 

This classic fairy-tale trope has political dimensions in “Lionboy.” Charlie’s parents are scientists who’ve been 
working on a cure for asthma, which has mysteriously spread to epidemic proportions. Charlie himself suffers 
from it, and he eventually learns that they have fallen foul of the malevolent Corporacy, a bigger-than-big-
pharma company that controls much of the industry. And, purrs its C.E.O., played with sinister detachment by 
Mr. Mendus, “We offer the most incredible dividends to our shareholders.” 

We meet the feline cast of the show when Charlie turns to the local cats for reconnaissance about what 
happened to his parents. Charlie, it seems, can speak the language of cats of all kinds. Mr. Imhangbe, whose 
glowing performance as Charlie provides the show with an inviting emotional center, also portrays many of the 
assorted felines he comes across. 

Charlie earns his nickname when he joins a French circus and displays a natural ability to keep the lions in line. 
As if Charlie’s quest to find his parents didn’t provide the story with enough of a heart-stirring through-line, he 
also takes responsibility for liberating those circus lions, whose oppression he witnesses in grim detail. 

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/11/theater/complicit-brings-lionboy-to-the-new-victory.html�


 

 

The plot of “Lionboy” careers from England to France to Venice to Northern Africa, with Charlie meeting 
various fanciful characters, including the frisky cat Sergei (a charmingly vaudevillian Eric Mallett), who reveals 
that he, like many others, has been genetically modified by the Corporacy to be highly allergenic; and a lizard 
— sorry, I mean chameleon — named Ninu (Lisa Kerr), who reveals her own unusual linguistic skills when 
Charlie is trapped in the bowels of the Corporacy and she helps liberate him by speaking directly to the 
computer systems. 

The vibrant cast and the exotic storytelling combine to propel “Lionboy” forward at a heady pace, although the 
adaptation is always clear enough for children to follow. In truth, adults accustomed to more linear narratives 
may have a harder time absorbing its twists. I occasionally found myself a bit fuzzy-headed in the busy second 
act, but part of the pleasure of the tale is its whimsical digressions. 

And there’s certainly nothing too hard to follow about moral precepts in “Lionboy.” These are clarified, in case 
we hadn’t caught on before, in a climactic prizefight between Charlie and his erstwhile friend and neighbor, 
Rafi (a buoyant Angel Lopez-Silva), who’s gone over to the dark side and aided the Corporacy in its plot to 
ensnare Charlie’s parents. 

This bout is really more of a debate than an exchange of punches, and the winning side’s argument (and the 
show’s message) can be boiled down to a few words: megacorporations, bad; cats and the people who love 
them, good. 

Lionboy 

Based on the novels by Zizou Corder; adapted by Marcelo Dos Santos; directed by Clive Mendus and James 
Yeatman; designed by Jon Bausor and Jean Chan; original lighting by Tim Mascall, revival lighting by 
Christopher Nairne; music by Stephen Hiscock; sound by Tom Gibbons; movement by Mr. Mendus and Kasia 
Zaremba-Byrne; production manager, Niall Black; company stage manager, Ian Andlaw; technical stage 
manager, David Blackmore; produced by Judith Dimant; associate producer, Marianne Dicker. A Complicite 
production, presented by the New 42nd Street, Cora Cahan, president. At the New Victory Theater, 209 West 
42nd Street, Manhattan; 646-223-3010, newvictory.org. Through Sunday. Running time: 2 hours. 

WITH: Femi Elufowoju Jr. (Maccomo/Aneba Ashanti), Victoria Gould (Madame Barbue/Magdalen Start), 
Martins Imhangbe (Charlie Ashanti), Lisa Kerr (Pirouette/Ninu), Angel Lopez-Silva (Rafi Sadler), Eric Mallett 
(Sergei), Clive Mendus (Chief Executive) and Dan Milne (Mr. Ubsworth/Major Tib/King Boris). 
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Shades of ‘Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-in’: Sock It to Me  
 

By Neil Genzlinger 

In its humor, “Everybody Gets Cake!,” the comedy troupe Parallel Exit’s new show at 59E59 Theaters, is a 
throwback. Specifically, it’s a throwback to 1968. 

That is the year “Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In” took television by storm (after having been introduced as a 
television special in 1967). “Everybody Gets Cake!” is so reminiscent of the show that it’s presumably a 
homage. Not only do the rear panels of the set have doors like the “Laugh-In” wall (and, yes, performers stick 
out their heads to deliver jokes), but some of the characters we see are also clearly descendants of Arte 
Johnson’s.  

Structurally, too, the show is a child of “Laugh-In,” mixing recurring bits with one-shot gags. Less deliberately, 
it has the hit-or-miss quality of “Laugh-In.” The best material is wryly amusing, but not all of it works. 

That makes “Everybody Gets Cake!” a thinner show than “Room 17B,” the troupe’s rollicking 2011 offering at 
59E59. A skit about a Novocain abuse hotline is pretty hilarious, as is one about an invisible rake. But the tone 
wanders from vignette to vignette, which makes it hard to latch on to the overall package. 

The troupe may be a victim of its own versatility. The performers — Danny Gardner (Ryan Kasprzak took over 
for him beginning on Saturday), Joel Jeske and Brent McBeth, under Mark Lonergan’s direction — can invoke 
Charlie Chaplin, Danny Kaye, Victor Borge or more recent comic styles pretty effectively, but that doesn’t 
mean that tossing them all together results in a consistent performance.  

So go into this show expecting to admire technique rather than to laugh nonstop. The most satisfying skit is the 
one least interested in drawing guffaws: a recurring bit featuring an aged man in some kind of care center who 
waits daily for visitors who never come. It’s genuinely touching. 

The show’s biggest surprise comes at the end. Given the number of characters who flit through, it’s startling 
when only three men materialize to take bows. 

“Everybody Gets Cake!” continues through Feb. 8 at 59E59 Theaters, 59 East 59th Street, Manhattan; 212-279-
4200, 59e59.org.  
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Joe Franklin, an Enduring TV Personality, Dies at 88 
 
By James Barron 
 

Joe Franklin, who became a New York institution by presiding over one of the most compellingly low-rent 
television programs in history, one that even he acknowledged was an oddly long-running parade of has-beens 
and yet-to-bes interrupted from time to time by surprisingly famous guests, died on Saturday in a hospice in 
Manhattan. He was 88. 

Steve Garrin, Mr. Franklin’s producer and longtime friend, said the cause was prostate cancer. 

A short, pudgy performer with a sandpapery voice that bespoke old-fashioned show business razzle-dazzle, Mr. 
Franklin, the star of “The Joe Franklin Show,” was one of local television’s most enduring personalities. He 
took his place behind his desk and in front of the camera day after day in the 1950s and night after night in the 
1960s, ’70s, ’80s and ’90s. 

In 1993, he said that he had hosted more than 300,000 guests in his more than 40 years on the air. Another way 
to have interviewed that many people would have been to go to Riverside, Calif., or Corpus Christi, Tex., and 
talk to everyone in town. He may have been exaggerating, but whatever the number was, it was impressive. 

And although he never made the move from local television in New York to the slicker, bigger realms of the 
networks, he was recognizable enough to have been parodied by Billy Crystal on “Saturday Night Live” and 
mentioned on “The Simpsons.” 

What came to be considered campy began as pioneering programming: the first regular program that Channel 7 
had ever broadcast at noon. WJZ-TV, as the station was known then, had not been signing on until late 
afternoon before the premiere of “Joe Franklin — Disk Jockey” on Jan. 8, 1951. 

Soon celebrities like Elvis Presley, Bing Crosby and John F. Kennedy were making their way to the dingy 
basement studio on West 67th Street — a room with hot lights that was “twice the size of a cab,” Mr. Franklin 
recalled in 2002. He booked Woody Allen, Dustin Hoffman, Barbra Streisand, Bill Cosby and Liza Minnelli as 
guests when they were just starting out, and hired two other young performers, Bette Midler and Barry 
Manilow, as his in-house singer and accompanist. 

“My show was often like a zoo,” he said in 2002. “I’d mix Margaret Mead with the man who whistled through 
his nose, or Richard Nixon with the tap-dancing dentist.” 

Mr. Franklin claimed a perfect attendance record: He said he never missed a show. Bob Diamond, his director 
for the last 18 years of his television career, said that there were a few times in the days of live broadcasts when 
the show had to start without Mr. Franklin. But Mr. Franklin always got there eventually. 

 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/s/saturday_night_live/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/s/simpsons_the/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier


 

And he always seemed to have a gimmick. He celebrated his 40th anniversary on television by interviewing 
himself, using a split-screen arrangement. “I got a few questions I’m planning to surprise myself with,” he said 
before he began. 

Had he asked himself, he could have told viewers that he was born Joe Fortgang in the Bronx. He explained in 
his memoir, “Up Late With Joe Franklin,” written with R. J. Marx, that his press materials had long said that he 
had been born in 1928, “but I’m going to come clean and admit that my real birth date was March 9, 1926.” He 
was the son of Martin and Anna Fortgang; his father was a paper-and-twine dealer who had gone to Public 
School 158 with James Cagney. 

By the time he was 21, he had a new name, a radio career, a publicist and a too-good-to-be-true biography 
invented, he wrote in “Up Late,” by a publicist. In that book, he denied an anecdote that appeared in many 
newspaper articles about him: He had met George M. Cohan in Central Park when he was a teenager. That led 
to a dinner invitation from Mr. Cohan, who let him pick a recording from his collection and take it home — or 
so the story went. It never happened, Mr. Franklin wrote in “Up Late.” 

But a real invitation to pick records was his big break. He had been the writer for the singer Kate Smith’s 1940s 
variety program, which featured guests like Clark Gable, Myrna Loy and Edward G. Robinson — “all my 
childhood heroes” — when the radio personality Martin Block hired him to choose the records played on 
Block’s “Make-Believe Ballroom” on WNEW. Block arranged for Mr. Franklin to go on the air with a program 
called “Vaudeville Isn’t Dead.” After stops at several other stations in the 1950s, Mr. Franklin settled in at 
WOR in the mid-1960s with his “Memory Lane” program — “that big late-night stroll for nostalgiacs and 
memorabiliacs,” as he described it. 

He was both. He owned a shoe of Greta Garbo’s, a violin of Jack Benny’s and a ukulele of Arthur Godfrey’s — 
not to mention 12,500 pieces of sheet music and 10,000 silent movies. His office was several rooms of 
uncataloged clutter, first in Times Square, later at Eighth Avenue and 43rd Street. “You know, I was a slob,” he 
said in 2002. 

Mr. Franklin met his wife when she applied for a job as his secretary. Soon they were being mentioned in gossip 
columns. “Dorothy Kilgallen wrote that we were ‘waxing amorous,’ ” he wrote in “Up Late.” “Walter Winchell 
queried in his column, ‘What radio voice with initial J. F. seen ’round town with model Lois Meriden?’ ” Soon, 
she was attending his 6:30 a.m. broadcasts. “Lois made faces at me through the control room window, wiggling 
her ears and her nose,” Mr. Franklin wrote in “Up Late.” 

They were married on a television show called “Bride and Groom.” Off camera, he wrote in 1995, “things 
weren’t going right — it’s been like that for 40 years.” He added, “Lois is happy, I’m happy, I live in New 
York, she lives in Florida.” 

After his television show was canceled in 1993, Mr. Franklin repeatedly tried to cash in on his fame and his 
collection of memorabilia. In 2000, he lent his name to a 160-seat restaurant on Eighth Avenue at 45th Street. 
Eventually it became a chain restaurant with Joe Franklin’s Comedy Club in the back; later the restaurant and 
the comedy club closed. And in 2002, he sold some of his memorabilia at auction. 

He continued to do a late-night radio show, on the Bloomberg Radio Network, almost to the end. Mr. Garrin 
said Mr. Franklin’s Tuesday show was the first scheduled broadcast he had missed in more than 60 years. 

His survivors include his son, Bradley Franklin; a sister, Margaret Kestenbaum; two grandchildren; and his 
longtime companion, Jodi Fritz. 

 



 

On television, Mr. Franklin did not like to rehearse, and he never used cue cards or prompters. The opening 
monologue and the questions were all in his head. 

“I was the only guy who never had a preproduction meeting,” he said in 2002. “You don’t rehearse your dinner 
conversation. I’m not saying I was right, but I lasted 43 years.” 
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